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Highlights stems and roots, the essential plant parts that give radishes, blackberries, peas,
milkweed, corn, strawberries, and trees.

From the Inside Flape assistance of Thing 1 and Thing 2 -- and a fleet of Rube Goldbergian
vehicles -- the Cat in the Hat examines the various parts of plants, seeds, and flowers; basic
photosynthesis and pollination; andseed dispersal.From the Back CoverWith the able
assistance of Thing 1 and Thing 2 -- and a fleet of Rube Goldbergian vehicles -- the Cat in the
Hat examines the various parts of plants, seeds, and flowers; basic photosynthesis and
pollination; andseed dispersal.About the AuthorBonnie Worth is the author of countless books
for young readers, among them 18 of the Cat in the Hat's Learning Library books, including Oh
Say Can You Say Di-No-Saur?, If I Ran the Rain Forest, Oh Say Can You Seed? (winner of the
2003 Ohio Farm Bureau Award), Hark! A Shark!, and If I Ran the Horse Show.Aristides Ruiz is
the illustrator of all the Cat in the Hat's Learning Library books.Read more
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National Geographic Readers: Seed to Plant



T. Haubrich, “Awesome!. My kindergarten and first grade students really enjoyed this book. The
photos are bright and interesting. The text is clear and easy to read. They loved listening to me
read it and show them the pictures but it was also easy enough for several of them to read on
their own. Many students looked at the pictures repeatedly. It’s a favorite of the group”

Susan G. Risse, “Plants stems and roots (look once again science series). I bought these books
for my 6 yr. old grandson. He loves books and especially likes his Papa to sit in his big wing chair
in the library and read them to him. We all find them very charming and wonderfully entertaining
and informative. A wonderful addition to my personal library.”

D. Johnson, “A great resource for our Plants are Living Things unit.. This book is a perfect
resource to add to our study of Tops and Bottoms. Thank you!”

Vernice Taylor, “What a way to introduce students to plant parts. Excellent book, very colorful
and easy for young children to understand. The pictures are real and students will have a
reference point when studying the parts of plants. Great.”

Faith, “Like the book. Super cute book, we used this to teach a class about growing and
maintaining a garden.  For children ages 3-7.”

Eilean Du, “Great book for young children learning about gardening. Great book for young
children learning about gardening. Nice pictures and wasn't to long for a student to lose interest
in the story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great little 8pg. book.”

The book by Bonnie Worth has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided feedback.
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